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Introduction Steven R. Shaw's* psychic metal bending and presumed thoughto-graphic feats have been reported by Peter R. Phillips 1,2 and Mark Shafer of the McDonnell Laboratory for Psychical Research, Washington University, St. Louis. I first learned about Steve from correspondence with John Thomas Richards, Ph,D .3 who, with W. E. Cox and the members of SORRAT (the Society for Research in Rapport and Telekinesis), has conducted pioneering, controlled investigations on telekinesis. 4,5 Steve Shaw, who is twenty years old. first became aware of his psychic metal bending abilities after watching a TV performance of Uri Geller (6,7) in the mid 1970s. Steve duplicated many of Geller's purported feats and, beyond that, struck out on his own to more fully define his talents. The purpose of this study is to attempt replicating some of the work on Steve, and to try coupling this with psychodynamic observations. Physician Andrija Puharich deserves credit for first calling attention to psychic metal bending abilities and associated presumed psychic talents. Although the psycho-biological-medical implications beg for study, chiefly physicists and parapsychologists 8-12 have bothered to conduct experiments and report data on this incredible phenomenon, let alone sketch and probe any possible psychodynamics. A computerized bibliographic search of the medical literature for telekinesis and psychokinesis, 1966-1982, aside from my study 13 listed only one reference.14 This report is concerned with experiments and observations of spontaneous events with and on Steve in my office, apartment, in the field, and also scrutinized phenomena which took place and were observed and videotaped at the National Institute for Rehabilitation Engineering (NIRE), Butler, New Jersey. The data, circumstances and associated spontaneous material, are reported mostly in chronological order, A brief psychiatric-paranormal survey and discussion are included. 1. Warm-up Evening of November 3, 1981, Tuesday After Steve deplaned preliminary psychiatric interviews were conducted in my office. Later in the evening, at my apartment, Steve requested some guests. When neighbors in the adjacent apartment, who had never witnessed any alleged psychical phenomena came over, *Steven R. Shaw in this study will hereafter be referred to as Steve Page 2



Steve gave a demonstration. F, a successful semi-retired business executive, and G, his wife, each held stainless steel spoons while Steve made passes with his half-flexed fingers and hands over their hands. Steve did not touch the spoons that they were holding. After several unsuccessful attempts Steve then held the spoons himself and one of them suddenly buckled to an approximate 30° angle. Later while a spoon was held in F's hand and Steve was seated opposite him but had no contact with the spoon, the bowl separated from the handle. After more unsuccessful trials Steve then instructed G to hold some brass keys which were first scratched for identification, in her clenched fists. Several seconds lapsed during which time Steve held his hands over the woman's, but at no time touching her. She said she felt tingling and movement. When she opened her hands there was a marked key bent approximately 30° in her left palm. The women is left handed. Steve was warming up, and additional guests T and B, a husband and wife, arrived. Steven instructed F to take off her battery-powered Pulsar wrist watch and place it in G's open hand, while I (BES) did the same with my spring-wound Omega watch. Both watches had the hands at 9:45. I was told to think of a number between I and 60. I said 27 and then Steve, after looking intently at G's clenched fists which secreted the watches, instructed her to open her hands. My watch was 27 minutes ahead of F's Pulsar. The evening was concluded with Steve performing contact telepathy with B, the woman guest, in the living room, while T, her husband went downstairs with Steve. B hid a key under the living room radiator and then Steve and T returned. Steve held T's hands while B (and the others) were concentrating on where the key was hidden. After several trials Steve pin-pointed the place where the key was but when he felt under the radiator he was unable to find it. The audience chuckled and told him to put his hands down again, which he did, and he came up with the missing key. Steve was tired and felt he could no longer perform any feats, although, in the meantime two additional guests, P and E, had arrived. When parting P and E agreed to attend the planned evening session with Steve at NIRE. However, the couple did not make it, and months afterward I learned that the day after our evening with Steve, E's father, who was living with them and in no acute stress, had died. No special significance is attached to this, but it is mentioned in passing as a possible part of the psychic nexus. II First night harvest Before retiring Steve had noticed in the apartment living room on Page 3



the second floor many sealed plastic and glass bottles, jars, and boxes, containing a variety of items that might have piqued his purported telekinetic ability. Attention was also given to a Duco~emented and wax-sealed plastic bottle with a tightly turned tamperproof cap. The bottle contained my son's business calling card and a smidgeon of blue crayon. Earlier in the evening, in passing, I showed Steve a photo of a similar test which he had previously done in the presence of Dr. John Thomas Richards.15,4 Steve brought the plastic bottle downstairs with him when he went to bed and early the next morning, when he awakened, he told me about: ".., real weird dreams. About bending things—moving objects and talking with Tom Richards about his ghosts – everything. And about the Mini Lab." I noted that the calling card, still in the sealed bottle, had the initials PSA vertically scribbled on the back, and the crayon was missing. (Figure 1.) PSA might have been an anagram of my wife's initials APS, which she is in the habit of doodling to my discomfiture when I need the pads she uses for telephone messages. Steve did not know my wife's name, nor her initials, nor had he ever met her. Also, PS were the initials of Steve's mother. One would wish for more associative material about this. One of the adhesive labeled and waxed, sealed, clear transparent plastic boxes, which had it's lid wrapped with duct tape, had also been affected. The mousetrap was set off and one of the photoflash bulbs on the Sylvania flash bar was ignited. It is admitted that the mousetrap could have been set



Figure 1 Page 4



off by inadvertent movement or vibrations, however, later when the box was opened and the contents were examined, it was noted that all five flash cubes resting on the bottom of the box were also ignited (six cubes in all). Furthermore, a new and unopened bottle of Liquidine, an iodine containing solution originally prepared by paragnost Jacques Romano,16 contained a purple globular structure. After opening and pouring out the contents a toy balloon was revealed, which was originally knotted at its neck and placed in the plastic box outside the bottle. There were no Liquidine stains on the papers in the box. Two brass locks that had been separate were now joined together and a key which had been inserted in one lock was now bent at an estimated 45°. The other items in the box, including papers with questions written on them, and crayon stubs, were unaffected (see Figures 2, 3, and 4).
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(Note: In Figure 4 the dark Liquidine was replaced with water so that the balloon in the bottle could be photographed). I noted, on the table, close to Steve's bed, a teaspoon which was twisted at its neck. When I asked him about it, Steve was surprised and said he went upstairs to the kitchen during the night for ice cream and that he used this spoon. I also noted, several feet from Steve's bed, a sharply bent key in a steel filing cabinet lock. Page 6
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Ill NIRE—Afternoon Psychiatric studies in my office showed Steve to have no signs and symptoms of an emotional disorder. Neurological examination revealed his central nervous system to be objectively intact. We the drove to NIRE, in Butler, N.J., for an afternoon session with various staff members and an evening demonstration with additional guests. Keys, various objects in sealed plastic boxes, glass bottles and jars were brought along. The activities in the conference room were video and audio taped throughout the afternoon and evening sessions. The events were also visually scrutinized by the observers. Photos were taken by August C. Roberts, a news photographer, who also had previously been trained by Jack Miller, a well-known professional magician. Donald Selwyn, the director of NIRE, an inventor of many electronic and mechanical aids for the handicapped, also took pictures and monitored the equipment. Under direct visual, and later videotape observation, Steve picked up a tablespoon which he handled gently and which suddenly twisted at the neck. Shortly afterwards he picked up a teaspoon and the bowl, which he held in his left hand, separated from the stem at the neck. Finally, eleven keys that I was holding in my fists were zapped by Steve, without his touching my hands. After failing at this, on his command, I opposed my palms and fingers, while holding the keys between them, and he zapped them again, without touching my hands. Steve is right handed. I am left handed. I felt movement per his suggestion, opened my palms and one of the keys was bent. At no time during all these procedures did Steve use apparent force or put the spoons or keys in a leveraged vice-like position for bending (see Figure 5). During the break in the session, Steve went outside the building with Roberts, who tried to take Steve's picture with a Nikon 35 mm. camera. Roberts found that the shutter would not work. He fiddled with it until he got it to work but then he noted that the metal arm of his flash-gun attachment was bent an estimated few degrees. Selwyn, who also had been taking pictures at different times, then noted that the shutters of two of his Polaroid cameras (Model 100) would not work. He later discovered that both batteries, which were checked the day before and found to be in excellent condition, presumably went dead at the same time. Shortly afterwards Seiwyn reported that his LCD alarm Chronograph (electronic digital watch calculator) malfunctioned. He claimed it was 2 1/2 hours fast and that the calendar was set back to October 54 instead of the correct November 4th. "The memory was botched up." After many trials Selwyn corrected and Page 8
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reset his watch. In four years of ownership he had never had problems with it. Later in the afternoon the Medical Director of NIRE, and a physician colleague joined us for various psychic metal bending testa which were unsuccessful. Some telepathic drawing experiments were under taken with results similar to data reported elsewhere.17 Psychic metal bending was attempted with L,D„ clinical psychologist. These tests were unsuccessful. Page 9



During a short break, I handed Steve my Eumig electronic Super 8 camera, which contained a cassette with some partially exposed Koda- chrome K-40 films. We stepped outside with Roberts. I may have aroused Steve's curiosity by telling him about various things he might be capable of doing with a motion picture camera. Previously he had told me about some single-exposure, unusual possible thought graphic filmic effects that he had obtained or had seen others do. After filming me (BES) as a marker, Steve photographed Selwyn, who came out of the building to join us. After this interlude Steve photographed the surrounding scenery and later in the day he used up the rest of the film in the presence of Roberts and me. I removed the cassette from the camera and sent it out for development. When the film was returned and examined, several days later, the initial footage which I had filmed more than two years ago of my wife at Newport Tower was there. Steve's taking over the camera which was monitored by his filming me was recognizable and was immediately followed by frames where there appeared to be nothing that we could recall being filmed; in its place were separate frames and sequences that resembled a woman's torso, breast, nipple and thigh. Other segments showed a close-up of what resembled a nipple and areola and what appeared to be the crowning of a baby's head during birth. [See section on the Psychiatric-paranormal Survey for possible clues for this subject matter.] Steve's filming of Selwyn, instead of showing Selwyn as he appeared to us, revealed instead an amorphous swirl occluding much of his head and part of his torso. In the subsequent frames of the mass swirling around the moving Selwyn, some moving faces were noted. In one frame there was a profile of a woman, and in another there appeared to be a picture of a personage with dark, parted, long hair, mustache and beard. It might have resembled, upon motion picture projection, a conventional portrait of Jesus. The swirl followed Selwyn around the parking lot. In one of the sky-filmed sequences Steve had, on one frame, what looked like a UFO artifact, similar to some material that Stella Lansing 17.18 had photographed. Both Roberts the photographer, and Selwyn who is an expert in optics and an inventor of devices to help the visually impaired, could think of no way that Steve could fraudulently produce this effect with the specific equipment, under the described conditions. (See Figures 6-9). A control film taken by myself (BES) under simulated circumstances revealed nothing unexpected. In passing, it should be mentioned that Selwyn is left-handed. In View of Steve's seeming penchant for selecting left handed people, could left handed people be better inductors, for whatever reason: Page 10
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Figure 9



e.g., personality correlates of people having to conform to right handed world, more open to intuition and nonverbal events, and mixed cerebral dominance? NIRE— Evening The evening session at NIRE was attended by 25 adult men and women, including, in addition to most of the aforementioned afternoon visitors, an associate medical director for a drug company, a psychiatrist, a cardiologist, and his R.N. wife and her R.N. friend, an electronics engineer-inventor Ph.D., and his wife, a dentist and an electronics technician who had participated in psychotronic and Kirlian experiments. Before beginning the session in the conference room Steve was tested by the Kirlian technician on 40 exposures of new Kodachrome 25 film, and for 36 exposures of new Ektachrome-64.19 Each picture was monitored for Steve's subjective states. Although the Kirlian instrument had new batteries and was calibrated and had worked beforehand, according to the technician, all the developed pictures appeared underexposed or unexposed. Subsequent Kirlian experiments by Roberts, with the same equipment and using the same calibrations, but with someone else as a subject, were successful. This failure to obtain Kirlian pictures, unless a technical explanation is forthcoming, was unexplained. Page 13



Attempts at metal bending during the evening session in the conference room, with the expanded audience, failed. However, there was some success with telepathic drawing experiments. (See Figure 10: a, Steve's drawing; b, woman's drawing)



Figure 10 At midpoint of the evening the television screen suddenly went out. Selwyn later learned that one of the diodes was at fault. Fortunately, however, the television camera, which was used for monitoring the evening's events, and the video cassette and audio-stereo system still performed. Under the same observational and videotape surveillance while Steve was close to three women and exerting no discernible physical effect or leverage, the bowl of a tablespoon he was holding rapidly separated from the stem. (See Figure 5). Page 14



After instructing the audience to be quiet, Steve placed each of his outstretched hands on separate cassettes, containing unexposed film, while the lights were lowered and Roberts took 20 colored infrared pictures of Steve, who concentrated on significant situations in his life. When the films were developed nothing was shown other than the expected pictures of Steve. Later, when the X-ray cassette films were developed, it appeared that the two (left and right) were different and not like control films, where under similar conditions there was no fringing effect. Unless it be artifact, the cause of this change was not known. (See Figure II). Unfortunately record of which hand was on which film was not noted.



Figure 11 IV Primrose Frolics Throughout much of the evening at NIRE, Steve answered questions and discussed his background, talents and outlook on life with the audience. He gave some demonstrations of telepathic drawings. At the conclusion of the session he wanted to unwind and said he was hungry. So we drove to the Primrose Restaurant where he had a sandwich and a bottle of beer. Possibly he was primed for what followed by comments I had made earlier about how telepathists Romano and Dunninger enjoyed eating out and then sometimes trying their stunts on waiters and waitresses. Steve's interests might have been whetted by Page 15



a waitress who was snippy to me. In any event, he attempted psychic metal bending without success. The waitress, perceiving his sincerity, introduced Steve to a college student waiter who, being English, shared this with Steve who was born in England. Steve told the waiter to think of a five letter word, write it down on a piece of paper and then burn it. Seating arrangements at our table precluded Steve's seeing, or anyone else, what the man had written. After the waiter burned his paper Steve placed his outstretched forefinger to the waiter's temples and through contact telepathy slowly spoke the letters of the alphabet until he correctly spelled out the missing word: KAFKA. By this time a crowd was beginning to swarm around Steve and the owner of the restaurant came over. Steve requested him to hide something personal. Steve then had himself blindfolded and held onto the English waiter's hand while they had access to the three dining rooms. When Steve entered the largest dining room, while customers and employees looked on, after some floundering, he went to the bar, ruffled under some items and picked up the owner's hidden eyeglasses. The guffaws became applause. Steve and I returned to the apartment at 2~0 a.m., tired but ready for the next day. ****** Early Thursday morning, November 5, 1981, when I went downstairs, I was pleasantly surprised to note on cursory check of various prepared sealed items for Steve's possible telekinetic ministrations, that there was one demonstrable effect, This was a twisted and bent pipe cleaner in a glass-stoppered oil and vinegar set. This was the only specimen that had not been cemented and was sealed. Because of the 2.5 cm., diameter of the aperture it would have been difficult to perform this effect without time, specialized tools and skill. Electroencephalogram during psychic key bending An eight-channel electroencephalogram was taken on Steve at the Essex County Hospital Center, where I was consultant to the EEG Laboratory. The recording was within normal limits. Present during this experiment were the EEG technician, the supervisor of the laboratory, the X-ray technician, the laboratory secretary, and the adjacent EEG technician. The EEG technician produced several car and house keys which the X-ray technician was unable to bend. He scratched them for identification. While, the electroencephalogram was running the EEC technician put three keys in her left hand Page 16



and two in her right. She clenched her fists and while Steve's eyes were closed, he held out his hands an estimated eight inches above and below the woman's clenched right hand, and zapped the keys. When he asked her if she felt anything, she said tingling and warmth and that a key was starting to bend. At that time no change was noted in the recording other than increased eye movement and muscle artifact. When the technician opened her hands and Steve opened his eyes, it was apparent that an automobile trunk key had bent approximately 300 at the midpoint of the shaft. She is left handed. At no time during this procedure did Steve handle the keys nor was there any ostensible opportunity for fraud, substitution, use of confederates, or other explanations. The relevant normal control tracing and section of the recording when the key-bending took place were also reviewed by two acknowledged authorities in electroencephalography, who also noted nothing beyond the alpha waves, muscle artifacts and eye blinks. (See Figures 12 and 13).



Figure 12



The lack of any focal or paroxysmal discharges are consistent with Hasted's 11 citation of an BEG taken during metal bending. However he reported waves in the lower frequencies during metal bending while we did not. The Uphoffs 10 mentioned related Japanese studies Page 17



Figure 13 on psychic metal benders Masuaki Kiyota and Hiroto Yamashita, who allegedly produced changes in electrical energy when "concentrating." In my own previous studies I noted no conventional scalp EEG changes during presumed telepathy. However, in a more recent study 13 of poltergeist protagonists florid experiences, one of them had an BEG reported by his neurologist as being consistent with a convulsive disorder. Another subject recorded in my laboratory had a convulsive pattern during reading. It would be interesting to try variations of the metal bending experiments between Steve (scalp EEGs) and subjects who were wired for depth electrography, which might be more likely to show changes. Also, it is hoped that these metal bending experiments with Steve and susceptible subjects could be performed during Ravitz's electromagnetic field monitoring.20 Also, it should not be too difficult to have an EBG wired to Steve and connected to a telekinetic target box, so that when telekinesis is precipitated the EEG tracing can either be turned on, or if running throughout the experiments the relevant EEG segment can be identified. This would be similar technology as Ullman and Krippner 21 found to be so successful in their dream telepathy studies and Cox 5 in the construction of the minilab and the Cox-Calvin RSPK Automatic Filming Device for the SORRAT experiments. Page 18



Postscript; EEC Laboratory Staff On Sunday, November 8, 1981, when I was leaving Dr. Bartholomew Ruggieri, with whom I had just taken a hike and had been talking to about Steve, I inserted the car key into the ignition and found it would not turn, and that thesateering wheel was locked. Not having experienced this before with this car I was upset, since I was momentarily expecting guests from out of state and we were all planning to visit Mrs. Joseph Dunninger. However, after waiting, I tried again, and the key easily turned in the lock and all went well. Later that day, when I phoned my wife in Florida, and briefed her on the latest with Steve, she remembered when he had called from Washington, Pennsylvania, on October 26, to Montclair, and she answered the phone. Immediately after Steve's call her new battery-powered Seiko wristwatch did not work. She said it did not run for a half hour and then it spontaneously started. She did not relate this to Steve at the time.



As a follow-up to the electroencephalographic experiment, I asked the participants, on Monday, November 9, 1981, during the noon hour, if they had noted anything out of the ordinary since our meeting. Although the director of the laboratory did not connect it with the experiment at the time, she said that when she returned home from work that same day, she entered her house uneventfully, but that when she wanted to leave she found that the lock was broken and the key spun around in the cylinder. She had never had this trouble before. A locksmith was called in and; "He couldn't understand what had happened. The lock must have been tampered with. He replaced the unit." The woman who held the keys during the experiment said that two days afterwards, for the first time in ten years, the flexible pipe to her gas stove broke and there was a leak. Furthermore, her telephone was out of order and although she had trouble in the past "with a poor connection," this was a new development.



Finally, late in the afternoon, while in my office, it suddenly dawned on me that the Gubelin clock in the apartment sitting room had not chimed since Steve's visit. No one had occupied the apartment, other than myself, during this time. There had been no difficulty before this, and the clock was wound. Any implied criticism for my wife's dissociation about her stopped watch and similar dissociations by others was entirely applicable to myself. Resistance to psi, as brilliantly elucidated by Meerloo and Eisenbud 22,23 could be the key to understanding some of these effects, why some people are good inductors (subjects) and others are not. It is also germane to post-hypnotic rationalizations, dissociations in general, hysteria, multiple personality, mediumship, and trance-like experiences of alleged UFO contactees. Page 19



Interlude While continuing psychiatric investigations with Steve in my officeThursday afternoon, November 5, I noticed that the ornamental metaldaisies on my conference desk, between Steve and me were imperceptibly drooping. Also, as I turned in my swivel chair to look at an ornamental mobile of ships which were spinning in currents from an electronic air cleaner, the rod was bending in accordance with gravity and the upward thrust of the eddies of air. At no time did Steve touch these objects. He was under my surveillance and as time went on, the mobile had a pronounced droop, and in addition to the wilted metal daisies, one of the leaves not only drooped, but rotated approximately 180° on its stem. (See Figures 14 and 15.)



Figure 14 Unsuccessful experiments were then attempted with Steve and an attractive young woman security officer and her handcuffs. Steve felt that with time he could free himself from these Smith and Wesson government-issued double-lock cliffs. Later in the afternoon at NIRE Steve attempted to physically bend brass rings in his left hand while his temperature was monitored with a Medelec Peritron electronic detector. There was no grossly consistent changes in his left hand. Another unsuccessful experiment was attempted on a battery-operated "super phone" which is a computer device used by the deaf. Page 20



Figure 15 Thursday, November 5, 1981—Evening My colleague, B. A. Ruggieri, M.D., 24,17 who has witnessed many psychic events as well as participating in some himself, came with his wife who is a registered nurse, to the apartment. Steve answered various questions and described experiences from his formative years and how they might have been connected with his psychic talents. He also mentioned possible precognitive episodes from his childhood and later life, when, for example, he allegedly correctly foretold on a KDKA radio show: "John Wayne's death two weeks ahead of time, and I was 2-3 hours off ..." Possibly because of Dr. Ruggieri's personal precognitive experiences, rapport was established. Telepathic readings were attempted with Mrs. Ruggieri, R.N., without striking success. Steve then requested Mrs. Ruggieri to hold four marked keys in her left hand and three in her right, and then to close her hands. He instructed her to relax and concentrate. He then "zapped" her fists in his usual way and asked in a soft voice if she felt the key was moving, but Mrs. Ruggieri said she did not feel anything. Observation of the opened hands yielded no positive results, so Mrs. Ruggieri, who is right handed, was requested to oppose her palms and fingers with the keys inside. After zapping but without touching, Steve said "... maybe. it is more than one (key). Would you open your hands?" When Mrs. Ruggieri did this, two of the keys were slightly bent. Page 21



Long Shot—Thursday Night, November 5, 1981 During Steve's visit I received an emergency call from a close friend in Florida who had a palpable right upper quadrant abdominal tumor which was confirmed on ultrasound and a SCAN. Naturally, my friend and his family were upset. I discussed this matter with his surgeon on the telephone. The timing for this unfortunate development coincided with Steve's visit. My friend, a skeptic on psychic matters, but also one who has rendered service to psychotronic research, gave his permission for a way-out, long-distance telekinetic attempt at healing. Although the surgeon's clinical diagnosis was confirmed on the excision of clear cell carcinoma of the right kidney, it was impossible to state whether the telekinesis had any effect. Telekinetic Circus at Dawn—Friday, November 6, 1981 At approximately 7:30 a.m., I tiptoed from my third-floor bedroom to Steve's first-floor room where he was still fast asleep. With a flashlight I looked at the sealed plastic boxes and glass bottles that surrounded his bed and which were also on a dresser near by. To my disappointment, everything seemed to be in order. However, the search was not exhaustive because I did not want to waken Steve, for we had a busy day ahead. Approximately fifteen minutes later, I returned from buying the newspaper, downtown, while Steve was still locked in the apartment. When I awakened him at 8:30 a.m. I turned on the lights and pulled up the shade. A careful examination of the test boxes and bottles was made. (a) Glass Jar One of the clear, transparent glass jars, whose top was tightly twisted with Duco cement and sealed with wax, had some changes. Two of the spoons were completely bent and interlocked with a long metal nail that went through a stainless steel ring which was intricately involved with the spoons. A pipe cleaner was twisted into a figure eight. This seemed impossible under the circumstances for even if the top were unscrewed in some way without leaving evidence for breaking the seals, the internal diameter of 4.6 cm. would make it difficult to form this configuration with the spoons. If circumstances permitted, it would be desirable to take finger prints from the contents or to prepare future specimens with physical-chemical safeguards, (See Figure 16.) Page 22



Figure 16 (b) Box 1. The transparent plastic box had adhesive labels strategically attached between the top and the outside walls of the box. Molten wax had been poured between the lid and the box, Page 23



and also squirted on top of the labels. The lid was then fastened to the box with metallic duct tape. Any tampering with the contents of the box would mean that the lid would have to be pried open or entered in some way. Various trained observers and technically competent people at NIRE and in the apartment had seen the boxes before and after the possibly psychically induced effects, and they did not know how the boxes could have been tampered with without leaving evidence. A 15 amps. fuse was bent, although the metal was not separated and the surrounding glass was shattered and scattered into numerous fragments. A small ornamental pewter dog had its tail sharply curved, and its hind legs bent as well as having what appeared to be scratches on its side. A formerly closed plastic soap box containing a cake of new soap had the lid half open and inside the box, on top of the soap was a small compass which had originally been outside the soap box. A leather pouch with silver religious medals, which was formerly open, was puffed out and snapped shut. Two marbles, which had been in the box, were now inside the pouch. The medals were not affected. The adhesive address label for my daughter was peeled off its backing and had disappeared. Possibly this was the label which was later attached to a card I had addressed to Lisa, which was also originally in the box, but was now missing. A complex of formerly disparate items was merged in the box and consisted of a metal bracelet Newport Tower charm which was attached to a folded piece of cardboard and pierced by the point of half a pair of scissors, the other half having been sharply bent, and the scissors were opened to almost 90°. The originally round tower was squashed. Both of the finger grips of the scissors were twisted, one of them being inserted through a steel S shaped wall molding hook, and the same loop was also attached to a closed (latched) metal key ring. The key-ring fob had a design of many colors and was scratched on the surface and the formerly flat, rounded (roughly 25'-size] piece had an undulating bend. The fixed woven effect of the fob chain cable was twisted. (See Figures 17 and 18.) (c) Box 2. The Plastic box was also sealed in the described manner. There was no evidence for it’s being tampered with. When the box was opened and it’s contents examined, it was noted that the metal comb was bent on a sharp angle and many of the teeth were turned in different directions, clumped together and pulled apart. The penlight had a metal Page 24



Figure 17



Figure 18 Page 25



protractor sharply folded around it so that the light must have been on until the power gave out. One of my son's business cards was charred but not crumbled for half its dimension; the charred part included his first name and middle initial. The safety match which was originally inside the box was missing; however, the head of the match was found on top of the closed, sealed lid, and later I discovered the other piece on the rug close by. Another calling card which was contiguous to the charred one was not affected. There was no striking surface for the safety match in the box, before being sealed or afterwards. The dangers in this part of the experiment are evident. A small trunk key was sharply bent; a skeleton key was separated close to its neck; and another skeleton key was bent. A heavy-duty key was also slightly bent. A red pencil was not affected. A pair of forceps were spread apart to approximately 85° rather than having the tongs in close apposition. A metal nail file was broken into three pieces. A red, plastic stirring rod was broken into four pieces. A steel cheese knife was bent at its base and its decorative watermelon ceramic handle was chipped into three fragments. A blue plastic stirring rod was sharply bent. A glass-stirring rod was not affected. A post card and address label with plastic backing (to Dr. John Thomas Richards) was missing. (See figures 19 and 20.) It is stressed that these changes presumably occurred between my going downstairs early in the morning to check the boxes and after I had awakened Steve. If the effects noted in these boxes were consciously provoked, how could this have been done without breaking the seals? If the seals were broken and the boxes opened, how could the contents have been so capriciously affected without having the necessary equipment, time, and without leaving clues? It is of interest that the changes probably occurred shortly before Steve awakened and that they happened to the boxes closest to him, rather than those that were more distant. This is in accord with Roll's 25 observations. Forty-five other sealed boxes, jars and bottles, with similar items as described above, were not affected in the experiment. For all the prepared specimens, there were no "post active" bending effects after Steve left. What might have attracted telekinesis to some material and not to other items? What is the element of possible cross-correspondence; i.e., the selection of items with high conscious or unconscious interests for Steve, that dove-tailed with the lives and needs of the investigator or previous owners? Why has long-distance telekinesis with similar target items been unsuccessful? Page 26
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Missing Post Cards The addressed post cards were missing from the plastic boxes. Earlier in Steve's visit, before these effects, I remarked irritatingly that there was insufficient postage on the cards because they were sealed in the boxes September 16, 1981, at which time it was hoped he would he visiting. Between that date and when he finally came, the postal rates for cards were increased from twelve to thirteen cents. Because of the uncertainties of the postal service I was concerned that these, now inexplicably missing cards) would be lost for this reason. Little further thought was given this item until Monday, November 6, 1981, when Steve phoned out of the blue from Washington, Pennsylvania to say that he had been looking at and concentrating on two one-cent stamps last night. When he woke up the following morning the stamps were gone. No further comments were made, nor did he link this up with the post cards and my earlier statements to him. Nor did this occur to me. He had two jobs in Washington, Pennsylvania, and worked more than fifteen hours a day, six days per week. However my curiosity about the cards was sufficiently piqued so that I asked on the telephone, my wife and daughter, both of whom were in Florida, if they had received any post cards from me. They answered in the negative. However, when I visited Florida, Wednesday, November 18, 1981, I again asked about any cards. My wife told me that she had recently received a puzzling card from me and later I got a similar answer from my daughter. When they showed me the cards it was evident that these were the missing ones from the sealed boxes, but the card addressed to my wife was post marked "Oakland, California. Nov. II, 1981." It had a one-cent stamp stuck askew and on an angle to my original twelve cent stamp. It also had the gummed label, with the hand-written address of Dr. John Thomas Richards, dated Sept. 18, 1981, appended to the upper left-hand corner which occluded my message: "Will Steve Shaw [teleport?] this out of the sealed plastic box? He has [word can not be seen] reputation, quite a future." The back of the gummed label was missing from the box. (See Figure 21.) The card that was sent to my daughter was post marked Eugene) Oregon, 10th [?] November 1981, and in addition to the message pertaining to the experiment ("This is part of an experiment. This addressed, stamped card is enclosed in a sealed plastic box. Can Stephen [misspelled] Shaw make things happen? Pop."), it had a one-cent stamp appended in an a skewed position to the original twelve cent stamp, Page 28



Figure 21 and also, Lisa's sticker address was stuck to the message half of the card. The possible backing of this sticker was in the box and was not bent in the midsection to facilitate removal of the label, nor did the label give indication of being pulled off at the corner. (See Figure 21.) Because of the circumstances of these events, including all the aforementioned detailed trivia, no ready explanation was available. Were these cards teleported, and if so how? In what way did the complex concatenation of events take place over time and through space? If the boxes were tampered with, what is the evidence for that? **** Before leaving for the office and Smith's Flowers, Steve took a shower. He said that the Gilette electric hair dryer ceased working. He checked the plug and apparatus but could find nothing wrong with it. Then, for no apparent reason: ". . . it started working again." He had no previous difficulty with his dryer and I never had any problems with this electric outlet. Smith's Flowers, Friday, November 6, 1981 At 10145 a.m., Steve and I visited my landlord who owns Smith's Flowers beneath my office. Steve was introduced to him and eight of his employees. Page 29



The florist obtained some keys which were marked and tested for bending by his driver. One of the young women employees held four keys in each hand and which Steve "zapped." At no time did he touch the keys himself. Finally, after Steve quizzed her, the woman said that her left hand felt warm, and when she opened it, she found that one of the keys was bent. She is right handed. Steve then left the room and went upstairs. He, requested that I step outside so that the audience would not think Us in collusion: i.e.„ that I would not know where the employee had hidden the key, nor could Steve and I have coded clues. When we returned, he attempted contact telepathy with a woman to locate the missing key. After several false starts, he felt he could not continue with her so he switched to a man. Within five minutes Steve approached the tall vase with some yellow pompons. He dipped his hands and pulled out the hidden key, which was also bent. They key was not bent beforehand. Aftermath Psychics and psychodynamics are closely related. Psi, as Eisenbud 23 has stressed, is not easily subjected to replicable experiments. For what happens is often the product of forces influenced by the unconscious mind and mental mechanisms, as for example, substitution, condensation, projection, displacement, etc. Psi has its own notions about time and space. Under the psychoanalysts's dissecting microscope the often superficially, irrational, capricious psi becomes emotionally meaningful and purposive. Through the years I have had experiments which flatly failed according to strict protocols, but which, afterwards when the stage for psi (preconscious) wag set, there frequently and subsequently occurred a galaxy of spontaneous phenomena. According to the scientific method "extraneous data" must be omitted in the protocols. However, since psi seemingly obeys its own laws, of which we are ignorant, for the purposes of this psychiatric report "extraneous" data and the surrounding circumstances — the psychic nexus — should be included, to further an understanding of how psi and telekinesis might work. It might be discovered that these psychic laws are possibly no less immutable than the better understood laws of the physical sciences. The sessions with Steve illustrate this viewpoint. For example, spectacular things happened when he was presumably asleep. The telekinesis might have coincided with the chaotic subjective "reality" of his dreams, more than what happened when he was in the waking conscious, but nevertheless, trancelike state, during the performances. For this reason after observations were included toward a possible understanding of the mind-matter interface, as well as clues for the design of future experiments. Page 30



**** Steve had now long since returned to Washington, Pennsylvania. On November 18,1981,1 contacted August Roberts who came to my apartment where we photographed the experimental evidence. During this time Steve phoned from Pennsylvania to see how things were progressing. He did not know that Roberts and I were working on his data. While I was holding a photoflash light for proper illumination the current to the baseboard outlet that we were using, failed. I checked fuses and circuit breakers three times but nothing was askew. When an extension cord was used on another outlet, the photo light functioned. The following day, when the apartment superintendent, who had previously met Steve, passed by, I told him of our difficulties with the electrical outlet. He could not believe that this problem was not attributable to either the fuses or circuit breakers. However, he said that the former tenant had, on one occasion at least, trouble with this particular baseboard outlet. Nevertheless, it was my impression that the superintendent still felt that the cause was one of the fuses or circuit breakers. I again checked them out and they were free of ostensible defect, as before. When I again plugged in a lamp to the affected outlet, it went on this time, and there has been no trouble since. Could the malfunctioning outlet have been vulnerable in view of the past problems, a locus minoris resistentiae for telekinesis? Later, when the photo-flash films were developed, Roberts discovered that "The photos of the Liquidine bottle with the cap off and the balloon in the dish are strange. You and I photographed this series — you held the light while I used the camera. As you can see by looking closely at the proof sheet, the film is numbered from 6-20A in a proper order. (See Figure 22). Yet the film frames 6-11 when looked at closely are inverse — the negatives were all printed properly: the emulsion of the film to the emulsion of the photo paper. As you can see the name 'Kodak Safety Film' and numbers are all where they should be, if you place the film together. In order to print the film I cut them apart so I could print them and later store the film strips in the plastic negative holders." (See Figures 22-24). The reversal of the images had never occurred before when Roberts and I were working on films; and the Kodachrome slides which were made the same afternoon did not show reversed images. Note the "blackies" (figure 22:9,9a, 17,17a, 19, 19a) and near "whities" (figure 22: 14,14a, 18,18a, 20,20a) on the proof sheets." For purposes of illustration and comprehension the print for figure 23 was rotated approximately 90° clockwise and the print for figure 24 was rotated approximately 180° clockwise. How could these mirror-image reversals have happened? Page 31



Figure 22 These inexplicable reversal of images are not new, for Roberts obtained similar effects earlier when he took 35 mm., colored slides of the NBC-TV program entitled, "UFOs, Do you believe? 26 Though Roberts was unable to account for this effect, an explanation was given by Geoffrey G. Doel, 27 MRCS., DMRE., who wrote to the Editor of Flying Saucer Review that: "... the cutter of the photographic film in separating the frames for mounting the slides inadvertently viewed the film from the reverse side and seeing the TV set with knobs on the right, cut the frames to include this apparently normal set, not realizing that the images were reversed. Unfortunately he was not cutting the film with the correct frame intervals. If he had viewed the film from the correct side aad cut the frame to include the TV set, with the knobs again on the right, all would have been well." He continued: "If Mr. Roberts cares to examine the surface of the slides which shows TV image reversed (reviewed them this side) he will find the emulsion on this side. Normally the emulsion will be found on the reverse surface of a film slide. Also, if he dismantles the slides and puts the pieces together in the correct order and turns the strip over, he will see his TV set behaving normally and I would think heave a sigh of relief." Unfortunately Roberts could not comply with Dr. Doel's suggestion because the mystery slides were lost when Roberts moved out of state. After some sleuthing I located the firm that probably developed Roberts Film and they informed me that although Doel’s Page 32



Figure 23 Explanation was probably correct, it was also not certain that the slides were cut as described. However, the logic of Occam's razor prevailed with this plausible explanation until the Roberts-Shaw filmic caper. The sigh of relief must be postponed. Page 33



Figure 24 All was not over, for at 11:15 p.m., that same day, my neighbor awakened me with a telephone call asking what was wrong since the front door to the living room where Roberts and I had been working earlier in the day, was wide open, and obviously the two door-locks were not secured. When I went downstairs to shut the door and lock up, the neighbor and his wife were as perplexed as I, and then the woman asked what was going on, because two nights ago she awakened and wondered if her apartment was haunted for she kept hearing sounds like sheets being fluffed and she also heard the toilet being flushed over a period of time. She had not experienced this before. Since she and her husband had participated in Steve's demonstration. Page 34



the first night, I casually mentioned how Steve was attempting long distance telekinetic experiments with some sealed flasks and test tubes with various items in them which were placed on my bedroom dresser bureau. Unfortunately, for the purposes of these experiments, no effects were noted here. On November 17, Tuesday, while working at my desk in the office, I needed some paper clips and consequently tried to pull one from the square magnetic rimmed transparent plastic dispenser. However, the clips were stuck and nothing would shake out, even though many clips were visible in the well. Only when I pulled the cover off did I find that four clips were bent and blocking the opening. This had not happened before or since. Finally, December 4, Friday, at 2:45 p.m., when Roberts and I were making negatives from the Super 8 film strip that Steve had taken when he was in New Jersey, we were again interrupted with a phone call from Steve in Pennsylvania — the first since his call of November 18 as indicated above. Needless to say, he had no knowledge of what was going on, but it might have been a subdued telepathic anticlimax to the psychic nexus that existed between all of us. The Not So Merry Pranks? On Sunday, January 10, 1982, Steve called from Pennsylvania to my apartment in New Jersey at 4:50 p.m. He was pleased about an article in the National Enquirer about himself, and told me about a vivid dream of chalk materializing. He had spent Christmas alone and had not heard from his family. He particularly asked about our long- distance telekinetic experiments. I told him it was odd that he called at this juncture since I had just finished sealing four plastic boxes for future experiments and had examined the last batch of photographs which he had recently taken. I reminded him of the sealed jars and other specimens on the bureau of my bedroom. He agreed to work on it. At 11:00 p.m., after retiring, I turned on my radio (Century Mark IV solid state multiband. Model No. CF 1889). It played fine for a few minutes and then went off. I turned on the bedroom lights, examined all the switches, but to no avail. Switching the lights off again, I was perturbed by this and was unable to get to sleep for several minutes. I again tried the radio, and presto, it worked beautifully. I linked this to Steve and our agreement. Page 35



When I awoke the following morning at 5:30 am, I raised the living room thermostat from 60° to 70° since it was a cold night. However, there were no presumed telekinetic effects on the bureau or in my apartment, but for no apparent reason, I did move a nest of ebony tables with a Viking ship model on top, away from the closed living room window. I had not done this before but my reasoning was that because of the winter weather I did not want the heat from the radiator to crack the tables. Why this was done then, I did not know, nor did it receive any further thought. I went to my office and later returned for lunch at 11:00 a.m., and was surprised to meet the Superintendent and discover that water was pouring off the pipes and through holes in the basement ceiling and dripping from the ceiling by the front living room window, from where, fortunately, the ebony tables had been moved. Could this fortuitous act have been an example of paranormal foreknowledge? 17,18 The source of the trouble was a jagged, cracked radiator, recessed under my bedroom window, which had been left partially open during the night, and which was close to the bureau. Later, checking with the Superintendent and the owner of the apartment, I was told that this had never happened since the 40-unit garden apartments were built in 1956. The owner said it was "an act of God." My apartment was sandwiched between two other occupied apartments and was further protected from the elements because the affected bedroom window faced a patio, which shielded it from the wind. Furthermore, there was an overhang and a large wooden pillar in front of this window. Although I did not look at the room temperature that morning, I had no reason to believe that it was anything less than the 65° -70 °F that it usually was after closing the window and opening the bedroom door. This cracked radiator disaster "coincidence" also piqued my curiosity because during this 24-hour period three light bulbs of different fixtures and circuits burned out when I turned them on. This had not happened in a long time, and in the past, when this happened it might have been related to an increase in spontaneous psi. The significance of the radio and radiator, standard tracers for psi, should not be overlooked. However, the possible explanation for Steve's displaced telekinesis was downgraded when the Superintendent told me two days later that an exposed apartment in another part of the complex also had a broken pipe. However, in that case the tenant had been away for the winter and contrary to advice had turned his thermostat off. They had no heat since remodeling their apartment for air conditioning. Thus, their exposed position to the windchill factor and total absence of heat for several months might have been a different cause for the break. Who knows? Page 36



Role of Conjurers If Steve, who apparently has psychic ability and succeeds in demonstrations, has his results denied even when there is videotape evidence confirming what he did, or at least making fraud unlikely, this subjects him to repetition of earlier conflictual traumas and the recycling of the process: i.e., the need for greater and more psychic feats to stabilize him and protect him from these onslaughts. Denial of the highly personal and often subjectively interpreted "unreal" reality might undermine his self-esteem and drive him further into telekinesis as a defense mechanism where the anxiety can be ameliorated by repetition and compulsion. He becomes the sorcerer's apprentice. In view of these problems it would be desirable to have sophisticated conjurers and gentlemen who, like W. E. Cox,' in addition to being a highly trained engineer is also a leading parapsychologist and expert conjurer. Consulting conjurers whose probity, ethics and claims about themselves have not been verified and have seemingly sought publicity with poorly documented sensational charges and challenges, should be avoided. If the conjurer can duplicate the alleged psychic stunts by sleight of hand, this is helpful to know, but this does not mean that Steve, for example, necessarily produced his effects in that way. Also, out of fairness to the psychic metal benders, would it not be proper for the investigators to subject the conjurer to the same experimental criteria and then see if he can (duplicate the stunt. Put up or shut up. This point is illustrated by Dunninger's recalling how, throughout his career, he was frequently perturbed by people who did not attempt his telepathic feats under the same conditions as he had, and yet they claimed that they did. They never accepted his challenge to perform the contest with him, under the exact conditions. To paraphrase him: "Have someone write a message on a piece of paper, turn it over, pin it to an oaken table with a knife and ask the challenger to write the sentence. I defy him to do it, whereas when I am turned on I will do it!" In more modern terms and aimed specifically at psychokinesis, Richards 29 proposed that an uninvolved experimenter have a sealed test tube, containing wires and open safety pins exposed to the prestidigitation of the stage magician and to the psychic metal bender using genuine psychic ability. If neither one of them can manage the stunt, then we are no worse off than we were before. There is no way that the magician could pull a trick, if the experimenter kept his eye on the tube and the psychic metal bender could be the winner if either of them wins. Page 37



These counter transference-like problems are compounded when the paranormal phenomena are genuine and the family, or people in authority or the investigators, perhaps to bolster their own viewpoints and preserve their own identities and ego boundaries, deny the reality of the feats and therefore undermine the subject's self esteem and psychic equilibrium. As already stated, this process, paradoxically either induces further splitting and dissociation which might make the subject either more vulnerable for recycling of the phenomena, or increases the risk for shutting off the phenomena and his developing crippling psychopathology: anxiety, depression, dissociation, or paranoid thinking. These questions raise ethical problems for the one who investigates these people and who also had the responsibility for their health. The researcher should be cognizant of the possibilities and vagaries of the unconscious mind — including the perpetration of fraud — and the fact that the entranced subject is often not aware of what he is doing, These problems can be handled in ways that might enhance any genuine abilities and preserve the subject's already threatened and battered self-esteem, These methods are preferable to having some self-professed expert inadvertently strangle these fragile gifts at their birth because he is convinced that he, the subject, is a trickster, and that he, the conjurer, can duplicate what was done, and that was the way the subject performed his feats. As another illustration of this problem, Dunninger offered $10,000 to anyone who could perform a psychic stunt that he couldn't duplicate. However, the loophole was duplicate by any means. In his tape recorded conversations with me (BES) he frequently said he was sorry about this because some excellent people with genuine feats not only did not win the money, but they might-have been hurt by his duplicating their presumed genuine stunt by magic, and of course, thereby giving the incorrect impression that the psychic feat was also an illusion. Magicians, perhaps no different than many other people, are not known for giving other people or their competitors credit for performing feats that are unexplainable, particularly genuine psychic phenomena. Obviously, for many of them their over-protested reason to root out frauds would only be rationalization. Again, this highly human but relevant situation can be illustrated by another example from Dunninger, who, in addition to being one of the last of the great magicians, was also an extraordinary telepathist. Near the end of his career, he told me about Rosamunda 30 a woman who did the most marvelous things in the presence of Blackstone. Thurston, Dilger, Leon, Kellar, Houdini and himself. She suspended a yardstick under her right hand and later suspended heavy metal shears from her hands: "... under the very noses of the magicians." Yet, aside from Dunninger’s article, whoever heard of this woman and Page 39



her remarkable feat? Apparently she was lost to science and research. One would wonder about the role of the magicians for understandably not promoting this woman or sending her to parapsychologists. However, the latter could also have their own resistances. For they must contend with their own unconscious minds and fears of coping with the unknown. Their reputations are subjected to the risk of being burned by those who often resort to spurious feats or a combination of the genuine and false. This is unfortunate, because there are more constructive, if not therapeutic ways of handling these situations. Psychiatric-paranormal survey Steven was born of an English mother and an American Air Force soldier, stationed in England. His infancy was spent in the United States and shortly afterwards his parents separated and were divorced. His mother returned to England with Steve and married a Scotsman by whom she had two boys when Steve was six and eight years of age respectively. Steve recalled a stillbirth between the birth of his half-siblings; "I wasn't excited the second time she went in the hospital — I was upset. The third time she went in the hospital I was happy again ... She came home with a healthy child." These early experiences might be relevant to his presumed thoughtographic effects of birth and would be a significant area to further explore. 31 Steve recalled endless disputes between his parents. He vividly remembered when: “I was laying in bed sick with the Steven R Shaw Measles. My little brother walked up and cracked my open with an iron gun (toy). He didn’t get told off. I got yelled at for yelling at him. Yes, she yelled at me. She said: ‘He’s little, you know.’ I was ready to kill him. When Steve was nine, his mother suddenly abandoned the family which had recently emigrated to South Africa: “I knew something was wrong. I didn’t know what it was. I told my teacher I felt sick. Finally, when I got home my mother had gone.” Steven was Page 39



when I got home my mother had gone." Steve was given the role of raising his half brothers, bottle feeding them, changing their diapers, working to buy his own clothing, everything. "If anything happened to those kids and they turned out wrong, it was my fault." When Steve was eleven his mother returned almost as unexpectedly as she had left, but after two weeks she again took off. "I went home and I knew. I knew. I knew in school what was wrong. The same feeling, and when I went home she wasn't there. Then I definitely knew. I called my step-father at work and told him, 'She's gone again — for good.' He yelled at me for being home from school. Told me I was stupid for coming home. But she was gone ever since." Steve claims to remember little about her or her family other than her first name. During his mother's second visit, she again blamed him for many of the family problems and once: "She threatened me with a kitchen knife... told me she was going to kill me if I kept it up, and I wasn't really doing anything. So she left." The dour, strict but fair, hard-working stepfather was seldom home. Steve recalls overhearing him once telling one of his girlfriends that if it were not for Steve, he did not know what he would do. Steve, in the South African home, was also blamed for everything that went wrong in the extended family, including things that were unexplainable. When Steve was fifteen his real father, who had long since remarried and had another family, was living in Australia. He wrote Steve to come for a visit. After a short while there, Steve, his father and his father's family emigrated to Colorado, where they lived for six months and then moved to Pennsylvania. However, there was friction between Steve and his father, step-mother and four half-siblings. Steve was again blamed and felt that he was often punished for things that his siblings did. He credited this punishment and criticism for providing him with a strong sense of fair play and the need to defend his friends when they were maltreated or bullied. He also felt that the American children in contrast to the young people of South Africa, were handled too permissibly by their parents. Because of these tensions he left home during high school and lived for short periods with two foster families, but since he had been working since age nine, he found it easier to again go out on his own during his senior year so he worked his way through high school doing two jobs. About his family he said: "We get along now because of what I do." Although Steve's father's family live close-by he seldom see them, including holidays, birthdays, Christmas and Easter. As far as he knows, he is the only one among his blood-relatives with the possible exception of his paternal grandmother who has Page 40



psychic talents. Steve recalls how the family told stories about his grandmother's ability to foretell when her soldier sons would be returning home for unexpected visits. On the infrequent occasions when he does see his father's family he is called upon to demonstrate his psychic abilities. It was approximately at this time that he became more aware of his psychic talents, and had replicated some of Uri Geller's TV feats and established contact with Prof. Peter Phillips of Washington University. Since graduating from high school Steve has had two or three jobs at the same time, has continued to live alone and has given demonstrations of his psychic abilities including telekinesis. He has worked hard to develop talents as a magician so he could go on the stage. He had always admired Dunninger and fondly recalls the radio show "The Shadow." He described himself as an introvert and a loner. He is a night owl. He might also be characterized as a life-long daredevil. He has cooperated in several scientific studies and, a check of those who know him including his personal physician and others, reveals him to be an honest, hard-working, trustworthy young man. Perusal of his past history revealed no sequelae from the usual childhood diseases. He never had convulsions nor a head injury with unconsciousness. Although he has hypnotized others, he has never been hypnotized himself. He has not had out-of-thebody experiences. He denied any neurotic character traits, but recalls fainting when a child when being stuck with needles. Also, as a child: ". . . I had great imagination. I used to see little men on the windowsill, like leprechauns, playing with wheelbarrows and doing summersaults. My mother took me to the doctor about it. I was quite upset. After that I never did see them again." Steve has a small circle of friends and feels protective of them. They turn to him for help. He has girlfriends, some of whom participate in his performances, but as a general rule spontaneous phenomena do not happen with them unless requested. Then he controls the events. Also, he added: "I have impressed my girlfriend by going up to people and telling them what they are thinking about. Once I was speaking a language which I didn't understand — a girl told me that." He has had many close brushes with death and would like to become a sky diver. He devised various stunts to convince people of the reality of his phenomena. He said: "When I am close to death I don't panic. Death doesn't scare me. When I was a little kid in England, I would wait until a car came along and I would run across just to see if I could make it in time. Once, it just caught my clothes and it was the last time I did that. You need faith in yourself. Everyone has the ability (psychic] but as you grow up you lose faith in yourself and also loss of the powers. Whenever you feel good it is easier to do anything — even go to work.” Page 41



Approximately one year prior to my studies, Steve was involved in an auto accident and might have had a slight concussion. He said that a physical examination, laboratory work-up, including an electro-encephalogram and skull X-rays, revealed no pathology. This was confirmed on telephone interview of his physician, Charles J. Tripoli, M.D., who also stated that Steve enjoyed good general health and had no gross physical abnormalities. Steve was described as a hard worker, and Dr. Tripoli directly and indirectly through his son who is an acquaintance of Steve, knew of no sociopathic or behavioral aberrations. Although Dr. Tripoli did not witness key bending, he said that his son did, and when the bent key was put in the gasoline tank lock it broke off. The concussion apparently did not influence Steve's psychic abilities, one way or the other, nor do other factors such as colds, flu, his recent bout with infectious mononucleosis, or the use of prescribed drugs. He presented no history for sociopathic difficulties. He does not smoke, only has an occasional beer, and he does not use habit forming drugs. He is energetic, usually sleeps four hours per day at the most, and like many people his age, has a voracious appetite and seemingly a craving for carbohydrates. Steve took a battery of tests including the Cornell Medical Index Health Questionnaire, Rotter Incomplete Sentences Test, Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory, and the computerized Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI). The results were compatible with his history and clinical evaluation. The MMPI would be difficult to interpret in view of his life experiences which ordinarily would be subsumed as dereistic rather than reality-bound, however he had moderate elevations on the MF, MA and SC scales. Because of the rarity of his talents, there are gross drawbacks in any attempt to interpretation. For example, Steve's responses on the MMPI are not unlike those obtained by paragnosts Jacques Romano and Henry Gross.32 Steve went to many schools in different countries and cultures. As a child he once attended a Catholic School in South Africa although he is a Presbyterian. He hated studying but was excellent in psychology. His ambition, even as a youngster was to go on the stage and become an entertainer: "I love to get attention. I enjoy pleasing a lot of crowds." He can't stand routine and recalled he lasted one day in the Boy Scouts because of this. "In school, when bored, I'd make clocks (electric) stop. With friends I would occasionally make cassette tapes go too fast, or too slow. These things around the house didn’t happen Page 43



too much with my step-mother, in the United States, when I started to control it. Steve appears to be a healthy, open, young man who is sensitive and reserved. He related warmly and tried to be helpful and co-operative in the study of his talents. He seemed to have a superior intelligence. When concentrating on psychic stunts, as for example “zapping,” he appeared to be in a mild, trance-like state. Sometimes he was consciously unaware of any possibly psychic things that happened during our visit, as for example when he was awakened from sleep and discovered the abundance of data in the plastic boxes. Although he could remember many presumed experiences as a child there were many amnestic lacunae for his family life and early interpersonal relationships. He looked upon his talents as a natural phenomena issuing from his mind: “I believe anybody has the ability. You must have faith to do it. When you are a child you are innocent and you have a lot of faith in yourself, but as you start to grow up, you lose faith in yourself and thereby you lose a lot of powers… When people come to be entertained it’s more fun – I do what I want – whenever I want. It’s very nice, and I do a lot more. It’s the atmosphere and how I feel at the time.” While in Missouri for studies Steve was once with Dr. and Mrs Richards. A half hour before the experiments Mrs. Richards heard raps spelling out the letters FLF. This might have been related to what happened and which was observed by Dr. Richards who wrote: "... S pointed out a brown, sealed bottle containing two pipe-stem cleaners, a slip of paper, a pencil stub and an open safety pin resting on a lab bench across the room. He suddenly made an explosive gesticulation and when we examined the bottle, which was still sealed, the pipe-stem cleaners had bent in the shape of a 'stick man' figure, holding the closed safety pin in his 'hands' and the pencil stub had written: 'Freedom, Love, Faith,' on a slip of paper." Another time, when with the Richards: "PK was associated with an unseen friend, Fred Biard (pronounced Fred Bird)." Steve was non-committal either way if this exerted any influence on his abilities. Dr. Richards, in a letter of August 6, 1981, wrote: "it would be interesting to see if these associations are factual, or perhaps examples of a strong denial syndrome — 'I am not doing it, a spirit is doing it.' " Steve has read little on psi and apparently has no iron-clad views one way or the other on the origin of his ability. He has used his talents in his relationships with other people and on the job. For example, he once had trouble with a …”guy who really made me mad. I Page 43



I was working and didn't think I deserved this treatment from him, so I started muttering and mumbling. He said, 'What are you doing?' and I said, I'm putting a curse on you so that you won't be able to talk.' He got me really upset. When he came in the next day he couldn't speak, and it lasted a week. He went to a doctor who said there was nothing wrong. A lot of people think I'm evil, because of what I do, and they are afraid of that. It's only because they don't understand." A telephone interview of the afflicted employee (3/25/82) confirmed this experience. While such anecdotal evidence is soft at best, it should not be ignored in a psychiatric study of this type because it gives a purview of the subject as he sees himself in relation to his feats, and more so, because of documented experiments where inexplicable things happened which should lend some credence to historical data. Any clues, even if they are only historical and not fully validated, should be included, providing they are described in this way. It is not a question of whether or not to uncritically accept matters at face value, but to see how the subject described his own reactions to what has happened often in his own words. With these caveats mention might be made of additional events that Steve claims to have experienced. 1. Foreknowledge "What's going to happen in the future? I don't want to tell them that. I used to go into this a little bit but I quit after a bad experience. My boyfriend's girlfriend asked me what was going to happen and I saw that she was going to die in two weeks, and she did. But I didn't tell him I had a bad feeling. I was happy I was that way. I gave her a baloney story. Then there was this girl [another example] I didn't like. She modeled for us. She was scheduled to come back for another appointment, but I knew it didn't matter. She died." He has been able to sense, as later shown to be correct, when his girlfriends were not faithful to him. Once, in his adolescence, while playing a jumping game on the steps with his friend, Steve suddenly had the premonition: "I jumped from there before, and my friend said go ahead and jump. I said 'No,' and he said 'Chicken.' I said, I'm not going to break my leg like you are.' and I sat down. He jumped and broke his leg. "I used to work at the race track and I'd look at the program and circle all the horses I thought were going to win. Page 44



I put the paper in the safe and when it was opened afterwards, I was right on every horse. When we went to the slot machine I said 'No,' to this one, 'Let's go to the one over there,' and she didn't put money in it, but the people who did, won. I don't think it would have worked [for me] because of the fact I knew what I was doing and I wouldn't use it for that." A possible neurophysiological explanation of this is offered elsewhere." 2. Spur of the Moment When Steve had been on some local radio television show people would phone in to say that their electric lights would dim or flicker while he was concentrating. He also described the listeners' home surroundings, and on one occasion, he found the caller's missing eyeglasses. Steve said there were problems when he goes in the cars of his friends, for they won't start, or might stop with no apparent reason. For friends, he enjoys finding things hidden in containers and identifying them; concentrating on synchronized watches and then having the hands of one of them move up the prerequisite minutes, as described previously; and presumably having the power to shut off a video Camera. He recalls once physically bending the metal pin to a weight- lifting set, and once "... moving a little wooden box across the table." 3. Animals and Teleportation .When living in South Africa Steve handled poisonous snakes on several occasions. Once, when in America, Steve took a deck of cards: "The girl thought of one and I tried to have her dog take that card in its mouth. He did it three times. Another time, when I was in high school and visiting friends who owned a store, I was in the backroom and they put two spoons in a box and asked me to concentrate on them to see if I could transport the spoons to somewhere in the store. I kept concentrating and concentrating and nothing would happen. After about 20 minutes, we opened the box and one of the spoons was gone. The owner's wife went to the front of the store and looked for it. She found the spoon and it was bent too!" 4. Telepathic Law Breaker "I went to the State Liquor Store and you have to be 21.1 had a fake identification card I was going to use but had forgotten that I didn't bring it with me, and I handed the man my real one, which said I was only 19. Right away I started thinking, I hope he doesn't see my birthday. He looked at it. They have to fill out a form if they don't think you are old enough and they have to ask for your identification. He filled out the form with the birthday I had on the fake ID: July 30, even thought he read November 30th. Page 45



He didn't realize what he was doing, but that's what I was thinking about." This example of the psychic pathology of everyday life is spectacularly illustrated by some tests Stalin imposed on the celebrated telepathist Wolf Messing.33 5. The Séance "I set up a séance of 20 to 30 people and told them we were going to get spirits — dead people coming back — just to scare them. I figured we'd have a seance which would be my thing and I knew that if they were scared enough they would start to do things with their own minds without realizing it. So we'd all sit down and hold hands. Nobody is allowed to let go, and it was done in a circle. All the lights went out. It was dark. The windows and lights were covered. A bell (mechanical) would ring once for 'yes' and two for 'no', in reference to the questions. They would concentrate and finally they were so scared that things went flying around the room: tennis balls; a glass flew across the room and smashed — shattered into a million little pieces. Once [during a séance] in my friend's house the alarm clock changed time. There was lots of screaming and yelling. People were shaking, which is what I like. Ectoplasm formed on my face. It was just as if someone had thrown it at me. It covered my face and it was like taking Vaseline and wiping it over you. Some of the stuff was pink — it was solid, warm, like a heavy thick jell. This kid took some and put it in a plastic bag but I don't know what he did with it. I think it comes from their being scared and me scaring them — so that all their powers get together and come against me. I had lots of séances but only twice did that happen. I believe that the medium physically takes the image out of the people's minds, creates that image, without realizing what he is doing." Steve's opinions and experiences are in harmony with Ehrenwalds cogent psychiatric observations on mediumship and his 'extension hypothesis.' Discussion and Conclusion Like well-known UFO contactees, Steve cannot easily be written up anonymously, for his claims and skills are so unique that his identity cannot be disguised (without destroying the leaving out much of value.) He is entitled to his privacy. What does Steve, or other gifted psychics, have to gain by baring their souls? For their cooperation in scientific studies they receive little or no recognition and little or no compensation, but often only criticism and challenges. If they didn't have the proclivities for the stage, what else is there that would give them the recognition and compensation for their budding showmanship and histrionic skills? Page 46



Therefore these ethical concerns must be considered in studying one like Steve, who must not only cope with the "unreal" reality that he lives with, day-in and day-out, but who must also occasionally contend with being the subject of pejorations and projections as: "You are a fraud. A trickster. Bend the spoon for me or I won't believe you." Or, the opposite, as happened with his family, where he felt he was blamed for everything that went wr6ng whether he was responsible or not. It is amazing that he did not succumb to these influences and become psychopathologically crippled: e.g., paranoid or depressed. Regarding this, I have seen several spectacular poltergeisthaunting protagonists where, unlike Steve, they had no control over what was going on and who did develop severe emotional problems or their pre-existent disturbances were exacerbated. For example, recently I saw a woman who was referred because of haunting phenomena. She was also besieged by grotesque here-and-now problems beyond her control, which seemed to be intimately related to her warped past life and the hauntings. Perhaps from his earliest times Steve had to rise to the occasion and beyond, for while still in his minor years and when his own dependency needs were unrequited, he had to care for and share with his hall sibling brothers, and later, other members of his extended family. To survive he had to comply: he had to learn how to ward off criticism and threats to his existence by the one to whom he should have bee) able to turn for nurture and love, but who was often not there. He learned to assume and succeed in roles beyond his years. Steve could perhaps telesomatically, detect the stillbirth of a sibling, and most tragically, later, his mother's leaving him. He "learned" to hold his piece lest he trigger off angry outbursts by others which would alienate him further and possibly jeopardize his existence. It can be supposed that telekinesis, as well as his other psychic faculties can be looked upon as a means of furthering his survival, and that the origins poltergeist activity might be viewed as an expression of repressed anger toward the significant people in his life. They "correctly' blamed him for his unconscious role in this, but incorrectly accused him of consciously causing these events as well as fomenting discordant reactions. This telekinetic outlet was short-lived because I brought him more criticism, which caused more repression, until an explosion, and the recycling of the process. That is, until he "learned “ how to tame the poltergeist by exercising some control and sublimation: the telekinesis: i.e.„ when living with his father and stepmother and when giving demonstrations, aiding science, as well as providing entertainment. In his personal life he became the champion of some of his friends who were hard pressed, dependent on drugs and alcohol, or who were bullied. Page 47



By his demonstrations he achieved notoriety and he might have tapped a latent psychic ability for which there is some related hereditary evidence: i.e., the aforementioned telepathic experiences with his mother, and his paternal grandmother's alleged psi faculty. By developing some control over his telekinesis, as he had earlier mastered the care of his half-siblings, he could better cope with overbearing authority figures or bullies. Forced by stressful and splitting external stimuli, Steve was opened to dissociation and the poltergeist. Identifying with multiple surrogates and adapting to diverse cultures and schools, Steve became more comfortable with dissociation and its related poltergeist phenomena. They might have become part of a restitutive mechanism. He developed the knack of going into trance-like states which, it might be supposed, were neurophysiological prerequisites for the telekinesis. Like Romano, he became so adept at this compensatory mechanism that people would seldom detect his trance, except for comments as: ". . . pay attention" .. . "why are you looking far away for?" ... "are you day-dreaming?" As in his mental feats, Steve was best without too many distracting stimuli and he was best when he had the inductors' (and audience's) attention. Their minds, as well as his, were most suggestive and easily influenced when blank. Like paragnost Jacques Romano, who was well prepared for self-mastery early in life by having candy put in his mouth by his mother and then surrendering it upon her command, Steve learned how morality often equals reality. He learned the lessons of hard work, fairness, honesty, and how to stoically accept that which was unjust and cruel without complaint. What good would it do to complain anyway? To whom could he turn? Who would understand or care? He gave his possessions and many kindnesses to friends, things which he did not often receive as a younger person. Through his self-discipline and self-development of his psychic talents he found a way to shine, get to know people, and be of service. Necessarily brief as these comments are, they are based on statements that Steve made in public, and since little has been published on the psychic dynamics of the telekinetic medium, there is reason to believe that this is a fruitful area to explore. None of these speculations and psychodynamic formulations should be looked upon dogmatically, but rather as merely sketching an outline. Steve's psychic data make one wonder if there is more to life than many people experience or consider possible. The unanswered questions remain: how does Steve differ from others who do not have these powers; why Page 48



do others who have similar backgrounds as he, not develop similar abilities? Although segments of his psychic talents, like his metal bending, can be studied as has been done, it is evident that he has a full spectrum of interrelated psychic abilities. It is hoped that psychiatric study of people like Steve, their families, and those whom they select as inductors for their feats, will lead to a better understanding of this phenomena. The investigations should be expanded and there is need for replication. In addition to work done by physicists, the application of Steve's abilities to biological and medical experimentation in vitro and in vivo, including a variety of clinical situations, should proceed. It should be possible in well-documented disease states with objective laboratory evidence, to study what effects, if any, Steve's telekinesis can exert. The clinical evaluation of the many variables and controls, with their psychobiological nuances involve the subject, Steve, and it is stressed, the inductors and the experimentors themselves. These circumstances add to the complexities and pose problems, but they should not be insoluble. The experiments should take cognizance of Steve's creativity, innovative proclivities, his need to be in charge of himself and not “directed" and his almost dangerous absence of fear concerning the possible consequences of his feats. The riddle of mind-over-matter and its far-reaching implications can be brought closer to a solution by studying how Steve interacts with others and how he handles his own resistances. This could be the key to how he can comfortably regress to the poltergeist level and exercise some degree of control over it — his telekinesis. Page 49
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Letter found in 2001, in a copy of this booklet in RI, by August Roberts to someone named Joyce
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Taming the Taildragger Pilot 
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Taming Turbulence 

All you need to supply are a couple of 1/2â€� wrenches and a little elbow grease. p/n 65530C. Works with all Continental and Lycoming engines. * Can ship via Air.
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Taming Turbulence 
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The voice of the Lord 
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